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This paper demonstrates the application of a discrete version 
of the maximum principle to the problem of optimal investment 
in a transportation network. Network investment problems 
that include nonlinear relationships between travel time, traffic 
volume, and investment are considered. The technique deter
mines the optimal investment policy in the network and on this 
basis assigns a given trip demand to the improved network. 
The objective is to provide an investment policy that will cost 
least to construct and operate. 

•THE economic analysis of a transportation network provides valuable guidance in de
veloping a comprehensive, long-range transportation plan which, as concluded by Zettel 
and Carll (1), is the basic objective of a transportation study. Being part of the public 
services and competing for the use of limited resources, the transportation system should 
be built and operated economically, while at the same time it should meet the standards 
and goals of the community in order to promote growth and meet the needs oftheeco
nomic activities. Specifically, the objectives of a transportation system have been sum
marized (~) as: 

1. Provide a means for moving people and goods safely, freely and economically; 
2. Provide a choice of mode of travel; 
3. Make the city a more attractive place to live; and 
4. Provide the means for fulfilling the travel needs and desires of the urban popula

tion within their ability to pay. 

Theoretically, an optimal transportation system which best fits the economic and social 
objectives would be based on criteria that reflect these objectives. However, this eval
uation would be very difficult if it were to be done quantitatively. 

Certain aspects of transportation system evaluation are subject to quantitative anal
ysis, such as the addition of capacity, improvement of level of service, and optimal al
location of funds for these purposes. The problem of adding capacity and improving the 
level of service of an urban street network has been dealt with by several researchers. 
In 1958, Garrison and Marble (3) presented a linear programming formulation for the 
analysis of network improvement. Travel cost for each link was assumed to be con
stant and the investment was assumed to increase the capacity linearly. The objective 
was to minimize the sum of the investment and travel cost subject to constraints such 
as flow balance, budget, and capacity limits. The simplex algorithm was employed to 
seek the optimal solution. 

Carter and Stowers (4), in 1963, again utilized linear programming to formulate a 
model for funds allocation for urban highway system capacity improvement. The basic 
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formulation was the same as that of Garrison except that each link was represented by 
two arcs, one with free flow capacity and normal operating cost, the other with higher 
operating cost (due to congestion) and a capacity equal to the difference between possible 
and practical capacity. The ratio of the capacities of these two arcs was kept constant 
as the capacities were improved. 

In 1964, Roberts and Funk (5) developed a linear programming model for the problem 
of adding links to a transportation system. The locations of possible additional links 
in the system were first decided. In seeking the optimum, the additional link was either 
completely built or not built at all. If the link were added, the cost was included in the 
objective function. If it were not added, flow on the link was blocked In this formula
tion an integer programming technique was used. The paper also suggested a possible 
application of dynamic programming in treating the stage-wise construction problem. 
As a result, in 1966, Roberts et al (6) combined the use of linear programming and dy
namic programming techniques to solve a stage-wise link addition problem. 

Hay, Morlok, and Charnes (7) developed a model for optimal planning of a two-mode 
urban transportation system. A two-mode system, auto transport and public transit, 
was to be built in an urban corridor. The auto roadway capital cost was linearly related 
to capacity and speed Transit speed was fixed with the capacity linearly related to 
capital cost. The length of the transit route was also assumed fixed The choice of 
mode was linearly related to the travel time ratio between road and transit. Again, the 
linear programming technique was used to formulate the problem and seek the optimum. 
In this formulation, the travel time was excluded from operating cost and was treated 
as a constraint to reflect the minimum level of service desired and the maximum speed 
obtainable. For a true optimum, it was necessary to change the length of the transit 
route and run the program several times. 

Distinct from the linear programming type models, Ridley (8), in 1965, developed a 
method for seeking the optimum investment policy to reduce the travel time in a trans
portation network. The unit travel time was assumed to be decreasing linearly with the 
investment. It was also assumed that the flow was far below the link capacity. The ob
jective was to minimize the total travel time. Because the travel time was a functiorr 
of both investment and traffic volume, the objective function was nonlinear in nature. 
For some special cases, such as no budget limit, fiXed traffic volume, fixed investment, 
and single origin-destination, the formulation can be simplified into a linear program
ming model. For the general case having budget and travel time constraints, the bounded 
subset method was utilized to search for the optimum. 

HYPOTHETICAL PROBLEM NETWORK 

To demonstrate the model to be formulated in this study a hypothetical urban network 
was created. The network shown in Figure 1 gives the peak hour trip distribution pat
tern. The network shown can be considered to be one quadrant of a city with the CBD 
at node (4, 4). Thus all trips originating at the various nodes in the quadrant are des
tined to the CBD. 

The streets shown in Figure 1 that make up the hypothetical urban street network 
are assumed to have various characteristics. Each street link in the network can have 
a different free flow travel time and a different coefficient of investment to reflect dif
ferent construction and right-of-way costs. 

The network was divided into two parts by a diagonal line passing through nodes (1, 4) 
and (4, 1). The lower part, which is adjacent to the CBD, was assumed to be more 
densely developed than the upper part. Thus it was assumed that the maximum speed 
attainable would be 60 mph in the densely developed lower half and 70 mph in the less 
densely developed upper half. These are the maximum speeds used to derive the model 
constants in the Appendix although they may not be possible from a practical viewpoint. 

THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND TRAVEL TIME EQUATION 

The objective of the model formulated in this study was to minimize the sum of in
vestment cost and travel time cost. Investment was considered as an independent vari
able and it was assumed that it could be expressed in terms of dollars per mile. How-
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Figure 1. Hypothetical network and peak-hour traffic distribution. 

ever, unit travel time was, in general, dependent on traffic volume and roadway 
conditions. 

To express unit travel time as a function of traffic volume and investment, some 
basic relationships were observed: 

1. Unit travel time increased as the traffic volume increased; 
2. Unit travel time decreased as the investment increased; 
3. Unit travel time had a lower limit (free flow travel time); and 
4. With constant travel time, capacity increased as investment increased. 

Keeping the basic relationships in mind and further assuming that the free flow travel 
time is constant for each link, and that traffic volume served is proportional to invest
ment for a constant travel time, an equation of the following form may be hypothesized: 

(1) 

where 

t = unit travel time (hr/mi/veh); 
Ki = free flow travel time (hr /mi/veh)-the magnitude depends on the maximum speed 

obtainable or allowed by regulation; 
Ka = coefficient of improvement (dollar-hr/mi2/veh2 )-its magnitude depends on link 

location and reflects the difficulty of improvement; 
9 = equivalent hourly investment per unit length (dollar/mi/hr); and 
V = traffic volume per unit time (veh/hr ). 

In the case where old facilities exist, the investment should be expressed as: 
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Figure 4. Volume-Investment curve 
with fixed travel time. 

e = Ks+ e' (2) 

where Ks (dollar /mi/hr) represents the existing in
vestment and e' (dollar/mi/hr) is the additional 
investment 

The general form of the unit travel time equa -
tion then becomes 

(3) 

The characteristics of this equation are demon
strated in Figures 2, 3, and 4. 

Letting L be the length of the link and Ct the 
cost of time, the objective function then becomes 

S link investment + travel time costs 

S = 9 L + KiV + V L Ct / ~ Ka 2) 
Ks+ e' 

(4) 

Since the objective function to be optimized is 
nonlinear, a technique designed to handle this type 
of function must be employed. Although several 
such techniques are available, this study utilized 
a discrete version of the maximum principle (9 ). 
The use of the maximum principle to assign trips 
to an urban street network has previously been 
demonstrated (10, _!_!). 

FORMULATION OF NETWORK 
INVESTMENT PROBLEMS 

In this paper we shall consider the problem of 
optimal network investment under various condi -
tions. This requires several model formulations, 
one of which will be presented here. The other 
formulations (12) will not be presented here in 
the iulei·est of b1·evity; they will, however, be dem
onstrated by example problems. 

Seven investment conditions are to oe considered. 
They can be grouped in two categories as follows: 

1. In.vestment allocation in a network with no 
existing facilities : 
a. No budget constraint. 
b. Fixed overall system budget. 
c. Fixed budget at each node. 

2. Investment allocations to improve a network 
with existing facilities: 
a. System improvement budget = 0. 
b. No budget constraint. 
c. Upper and lower limit on individual link 

improvements. 
d. Fixed overall system improvementbudget. 

In this section the model formulation for the con
dition of no budget constraint will be derived, which 
will lake care uI cundiliuns la, 2a, 2b, and 2c 
listed. 
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For each of the investment conditions, future traffic demand patterns for the area 
are assumed to be known. Also assumed as given is the geometric configuration of the 
network. As stated earlier, the objective is to build (or improve) a transportation net
work that will accommodate the assumed demand and will cost least to construct and 
operate. This will be accomplished, in this paper, by searching for the optimal sequence 
of decision variables. 

To facilitate formulation of the model, various assumptions were necessary: 

1. No turn penalties; 
2. Zone centroids coincide with the nodes; 
3. Traffic directions are preassigned; 
4. Traffic distribution is fixed; 
5. Transportation network can be represented by a rectangularly arranged combina-

" tion of links; 
6. Travel time is the only factor that influences the traffic assignment; and 
7. Unit travel time on each link can be expressed as 

~,m 

t~' m = ~' m + ___ Ja __ _ 

J Ji e~,m +~,m 
J Js 

~,m 

J 
(5) 

where j = 1, for horizontal links; j = 2, for vertical links; and (n, m) designates the par
ticular node in the network. 

Figure 5 shows a basic N x M rectangular network with node (N, M) as the destination 
and all other nodes as origins. With the input trips at each node assumed to be given, 
the problem is to find an investment policy under each investment condition such that 
the total cost is a minimum. 

yl,l vl,2 vl ,1-:-1 yl,M 

(1,2) 

(2,2) 

yN-1,M 

(N-l,M-1) (N-1,M) 

(N ,M-1) (N ,M) 

Figure 5. Basic N X M network, 
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Figure 6. Typical interior node of a rectangular network. 

__ The performance equations for a typical interior node, as shown in Figure 6, were 
developed as follows: 

Xi.1•m (Xi.1·m-1 +~-1,m +V1•m) 8r,m = Af•mer•m (6 ) 

~,m (x?·m-1 +~-1,m +V1•m) ( 1 _ 8~,m) = At1•m(1_8r,m) (7 ) 

:xi1•m e?•mL?'m+xr·m- 1,e?·m~o (8) 

x~,m 
JG1i m L?' m C a 

K.1• m x.1• m L n, m C + _ t (x.1• m) + x!.1• m - 1 
11 l l t an, m _..n, m. l 6 

l + .IS..13 

K,1;• m A..n, m 8n, m Ln' m C 
11 1 S, 1 t 

+ 

~,m Ln,m C 2 

12 i t (At1•m er•m) +~,m-1 
a?•m + rl'm 

(10) 

x!,1• m 
IG1J rn L~' m C a 

~Im ~· m L n, m C + t (~· m) + x!.1• m - 1 = 
2 a 2 t n m • ..n, m e 

82 1 
. + K.2' 
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where 

and 

x~·m 
J 
e~·m 
J 

Kf;m 

IC1•m 
]2 

IC1,m 
Js 

L~'m 
J 

xf•m 

x~·m = 

~,m 

x~·m 

X~'m = 

ar,m = 

Ct= 

29 

= Jill• m Af1• m ( 1 - er• m) L~' m Ct 

IG1:l m L~' m Ct 
(11) +----- --

e~·m +~m 

Xi1• m - 1 + JG1- 1, m + v11• m (12) 

state variables representing flows from node (n, m), j = 1, 2; 

decision variables representing investments on links leaving node (n, m), 

aj• m ;;., o, j = 1, 2; 

free flow travel time on links leaving node (n, m), j = 1, 2; 

coefficient of investment on links leaving node (n, m), j = 1, 2; 

existing investment on links leaving node (n, m ), j = 1, 2; 

link length on links leaving node (n, m), j = 1, 2 where j = 1 for horizontal 
links and j = 2 for vertical links; 
state variable representing the total investment on horizontal links from 
node (1, 1) through node (n, m); 
state variable representing the total investment on vertical links from node 
(1, 1) through node (n, m); 
state variable representing the total travel time cost on horizontal links 
from node (1, 1) through node (n, m); 
state variable representing the total travel time cost on vertical links from 
node (1, 1) through node (n, m); 
state variable representing the total investment on both links from node 
(1, 1) through node (n, m); 
decision variable representing the fraction of the vehicles departing node 

(n, m) on the horizontal link, O :s: an, m :s: 1; 
time cost; and 

v11• m = input trips at node (n, m ). 

The Hamiltonian function at this node is defined as 

Hn,m = zr•m Xi1•m + z~,m ~,m + Z~'m ~,m + Z~'m ~,m 

Zn, m _.n, m Zn' m _.n, m 
+ 6 Ae + e Xe (13) 

Substituting Eqs. 6 to 11 into Eq. 13 and taking derivatives with respect to state vari
ables, the adjoint variables are obtained as follows: 

oHn' m _ Zn' m an, m Zn' m ( 1 an, m) 
n m-1 - 1 s + 2 - s 

oXl' 

+ Z~' miG.1i' m a~· m L?' m Ct + z~· m JG1l m ( 1 - an, m) L~' m Ct + 
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K!1:l m L~' m Ct 2 

+2Z~,m Af•m(1-a~·m) 
ef•m + ~m 

(14) 

Zn
2 

-1,m ai'•m Zn,m 0n,m zn,m( 1 ,,n,m) zn,m _..11~m 0n,m Ln,mC = = 1 s + 2 - us + 5 Ku s l t aXa1-1, m 

+ Z~' m I<l1i' m ( 1 - B~' m) L~' m Ct 

~m L?•m Ct 2 

+ 2Z~'m Af'm (a~·m) 
en,m _..11,m 

l + Kis 

Kn,m Ln,m C 2 

+ 2Z~' m _22 ___ a ___ t Af• m (1- 9~' m) 
e~,m + Ki?m 

z~,m-1 oHn,m 
z~·m = axf• m -1 

z~-1,m Cl Jtl• JU z~,m 
ari-1, m 

n m-1 clHn, m 
z~,m Zs' = ax!1• m -1 

= 

z~-1,m oHn,m 
z~·m 

xn-1,m 
Cl 6 

The original conditions for the state variables are given as 

0 

The objective function is 

S v~,M __ N,M XN,M XN,M 
= .nii + x4· + s + s 

Therefore, by definition, the boundary conditions for the adjoint variables are 

0 

1 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
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Substituting Eq. 23 into Eqs. 16 to 19, the following equation is derived: 

for all (n, m) (24) 

The Hamiltonian function then becomes 

Hn, m Zn' m Xn' m Zn' m _..n, m _.n, m _..n, m • .n, m Xn, m 
= i i + a Aa + Aa + A 4 + A.1 + e (25) 

In order to have Sa minimum, the following conditions are necessary: 

= 
O, 0 < 9~' m < 1 

when (er' m, 9~' m, er' m) is an interior point, or Hn' m = minimum with respect to 

those e?' m which are at a boundary point of the constraints. 
J 

Substituting Eqs. 6 to 11 into Eq. 25 and taking derivatives with respect to the vari-
ous decision variables, the following equations are obtained:. 

(26) 

JGl' m L n, m C a 
oHn' m = L~' m - :i a ta [Af1' m ( 1 - er' m) J 
"'e!1• m ( ) a. e~·m +~m 

(27) 

( Z~' m - Z~' m) Af' m + ( "Kfl m L~' m - I<l1i m L~' m) Af• m Ct 

K1am L~'m Ct a 

+2 (Af'm) e~,m 
e~·m + i&m 

- 2 
K~m L~' m Ct 
e~,m +~m 

(Af•m f ( 1-e!1•m) (28) 

Taking the derivative of Eq. 28 with respect to e~· m, the following equation is obtained: 
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(29) 

Setting Eqs. 26 and 27 equal to zero and applying the boundary conditions of the de

cision variables, the values of e1!• m and e~' m can be obtained from the following 
equations: 

(30) 

or 

~I _..n m ..n m n m _ _n m 
0 when f K.1;/ Ct Ai ' es ' - K'JJ s: 0 (31) 

0~' m = f I<l1:i m Ct At1• m ( 1- 0~' m) - Id;> m when 9~' m > 0 (32) 

or 

(33) 

nm nm When both 01' and 0a' are greater than zero, Eqs. 30 and 32 can be substituted 
into Eq. 28 to obtain 

_a ___ = Z~' m _ Z~" m At1• m .,.Hn,m ( ) 

ae~,m 

+ ( :i<l11 m L11' m - JG1; m L~' m) At1• m Ct 

(34) 

oHn,m 
e~• m is eliminated by the substitution and the value of --- becomes independent of 

ae~,m 

9~' m as shown in Eq. 34. This implies that the value of Hn' m is linearly related to e~· m 

and the extreme of Hn' m with respect to 0sn' m occurs at a boundary. In this case, to ob-

. . n m n m ci Ji1• m n m attn, m < O. 
tain the mm1mum value of H ' , es ' = 0 when > 0 or e ' = 1 when -n--

o 0f' m a es'm 
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!fl• m n m _Jl m . 
If -- = O, 0s' can be any value between 0 and 1 because the value of .tt ' is inde-er• m 

nm pendent of Ba' • 

When either 0~' m or e~' mis equal to zero, or when both are equal to zero, Eq. 34 
is no longer valid; Eq. 28 is then set equal to zero and solved for the optimal value of 

e~'m. 

Special Case 

In an urban area, the space available for street or freeway construction is often 
limited. For example, a freeway with more than 8 lanes may be difficult to construct 
near the CBD. At the same time it may be the policy of the area to provide at least a 
minimum level of service in all parts of the urban area. Thus, it may be desirable to 
place upper and lower total investment limits on various links in the network. This is 
the condition 2c stated earlier. 

Mathematically, this investment criterion can be expressed as follows: 

(35) 

en, m. s; ~ m + 0~' m s; en, m 
2 mm 2 max (36) 

This formulation provides the equations for searching the optimum sequence of the de

cision variables, 0~' m, e~' m, and 9~' m and the associated values of the state variables. 
The optimum seeking procedure developed for this problem is as follows: 

1. Assume a set of decision variables, e~' m. 

2. Calculate xf• m, xf• m and Af' m by Eqs. 6, 7, and 12, starting at n = m = 1 and 
proceeding to n = N and m = M. 

3. Calculate decision variables 0~' m and 0~' m by Eqs. 30 and 32 and check the 
boundary conditions for each special case. 

4. Calculate the values of xf' m, i = 3, 4, 5, 6, by Eqs. 8 to 11, starting at n = m = 1 
and proceeding to n = N and m = M. 

5. Calculate the adjoint vectors, zr• m, i = 1, 2, with the above xr• m values, by Eqs. 
14, 15, and 22, starting at n = N, m = Mand proceeding backward ton= m = 1. 

_Jl m n m oHn, m o2Hn' m 
6. Using the above values of xi ' and Z i' , calculate --- and by Eqs. 

ae~·m )2 
( o 9~' m 

28 and 29. 

7. Adjust the values of 0~' m by adding an amount equal to ti., where 

ti.= -

and check the boundary condition. 
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8. With the new values of 8~' m, return to step 2 and repeat the procedure until the 
value of the objective function, Eq. 21, is sufficiently close to the previous value to in
dicate adequate convergence. 

SOLUTION TO NETWORK INVESTMENT CONDITIONS 

Input data for the various investment conditions are summarized in Table 1. Since 
construction cost and right-of-way costs will not be the same throughout the network 
area, two values of ~3 were assigned to the links even though these links represent the 
same type of facility. For the same reason, in the link constraint condition 2c, links 
have different values for maximum and minimum investment levels. The derivation of 
these data is discussed in the Appendix. Time cost of travel was assumed to be $1. 55 
per hour per vehicle as suggested by AASHO (13 ). 

Example 1: Investment in a network with no existing facilities. 
Suppose we are planning a network for a given set of trips where no facilities presently 

TABLE 1 

INPUT DATA FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

Nodes Link a Kn,m Kn , m 
(n,m) (i) il i2 

1 0.0143 0.00003 
1,1 

2 0 . 0143 0.00004 

1 o. 0143 0.00006 
1,2 

2 o. 0143 0.00005 

1 0,0143 0.00008 
1,3 2 0 . 0143 0.00006 

1 -- --
1,4 

2 0 , 0117 0.00010 

1 0 , 0143 0.00005 
2,1 2 o. 0143 0.00005 

l 0.0143 0 . 00006 
2,2 

2 0.0143 0.00005 

l 0 . 0117 0.00010 
2,3 2 O.OU7 0.00008 

1 -- --
2,4 

2 0 . 0167 0.00015 

l 0 , 014) 0 . 00006 
3,1 2 0.0143 0.00006 

1 0 , 0167 0.00008 
3,2 2 0 , 0167 0.00010 

1 0 , 0167 0.00015 
3,3 2 0 . 0167 0.00015 

1 -- --
l,4 

2 O.OU7 0.00025 

l 0 , 0167 0.00008 
4,1 2 -- --

1 0 , 0167 0.00015 
4,2 2 -- --

1 0. 0167 0.00020 
4,3 

2 -- --
1 -- --

4,4 2 -- --
Total 

i • 1 for horizontal links 
i • 2 for vertical links 

Kn,m 
i3 

01:1,m 
imax 0

n,m 
imin 

v"•m 

$ 8.0 $ 80 $10 

8.0 80 10 2,000 

8.0 80 10 

10.0 80 10 3,000 

8 . 0 80 15 

8.0 80 10 0 

-- -- --
15.0 100 15 1,000 

10.0 80 10 

e.o 80 10 3,000 

10 . 0 80 10 

10.0 80 10 0 

15.0 100 15 

12.0 100 15 1,000 

-- -- --
15 . 0 100 15 0 

e.o 80 10 

e.o 80 10 0 

12 .o 100 15 

15.0 100 15 1,000 

12.0 100 15 

12.0 100 15 1,000 

-- -- --
15.0 100 15 0 

15.0 100 15 

-- -- -- 1,000 

15.0 100 15 
0 -- -- --

15.0 100 15 
0 -- -- --

-- -- --
-- -- -- -13. 000 

$272. 0 

GI c $300.00 
ct a $1.55/hour 

Sln,m 

$40 

40 

60 

40 

40 

60 

80 

!10 

60 
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50 

60 

0 

$860 
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Figure 7. Investment allocation in a network with no existing facilities and no budget constraint
Example la. 

exist ( IG13 m = O). This might be the situation in a completely undeveloped area. It is 

desired to provide facilities for the area subject to three possible investment conditions. 
Example problem la develops a network where no constraint 111 placed on the funds 

that can be spent for network facilities. This can be considered the theoretical optimal 
system since funds will be expended until the decrease in total travel costs are equal to 
the additional investment and the system is not burdened by sunk investments. 

The resulting system is shown in Figure 7. Note that the system developed forms 
the minimum path tree in which only one route is built for each origin-destination pair 
and all trips are assigned to this route. 

Example problem lb again develops a network where no facilities presently exist but 
where a budget limitation that is less than the theoretical optimal budget determined in 
example problem la is placed on total investment expenditures. The optimal solution 
for this condition is shown in Figure 8. Again the system developed forms a minimum 
path tree as in example la. A link-by-link comparison shows that less funds are ex
pended on each link resulting in increased travel costs. The increase in travel costs 
is greater than the decrease in investment costs. 

Example problem le develops an undeveloped network and places limitation on funds 
that can be spent on the. horizontal and vertical links leaving each node (n, m). The node 

budgets, sf' m, are tabulated in Table 1. 
This type of situation might be encountered where the individual regions, represented 

by the nodes, are allowed to expend budgeted funds in their region only. 
The model is formulated in such a manner (Fig. 9) that all budgeted funds must be 

spent, resulting in a total network investment of $ 860. This is a greater expenditure 
than invested under no system budget limitations in example la. Further, the added ex
penditure failed to reduce total trip travel costs below the level achieved in example la. 
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In other words, the area development scheme, as simulated by node budget constraints, 
resulted in increased trip travel cost even though the total investment was somewhat 
greater than the budget in example la, indicating that this can be an uneconomic method 
of system development. 

Example 2: Investment in a network with existing facilities. 
In the next four example problems it was assumed that existing facilities do exist. 

The magnitude of the exist ing investment in each link is given by IG1~ m in Table 1. The 
total existing investment is equal to $ 272 for the entire network. The objective in these 
example problems is to improve an existing network, subject to specified constraints, 
in an optimal fashion. 

Example problem 2a might be considered the ''benchmark" condition since it represents 
travel costs on the network before any improvement investment takes place. The trip 
assignment pattern developed under these conditions is shown in Figure 10. Note that 
each link in the network is being utilized. 

In example problem 2b the network is improved with no limit placed on the magnitude 
of the investment. The solution to this condition is shown in Figure 11. An investment 
of $477. 96 resulted inareductionoftravel costs of$ 2,484. 98 as determined in example 2a. 

Figure 12 shows the solution to example problem 2c when upper and lower total in-

vestment limits are placed on each link. These limits, af• :ax and af' :i , are given 
in Table 1. In only two locations were the limits in effect. The links leamng node (1, 
1) are bounded by the lower limit. In other words, the traffic using these links does 
not fully utilize the minimum level of total investment required. The links entering 
node (4, 4), the CBD, are bounded by the upper investment Jimit of $100 on each link. 
Thus these links are carrying traffic in excess of their economic limit. If additional 
investment were possible on these two links total travel time cost would be reduced. It 
should be noted that since existing investments do exist on every link, every link is used 
to accommodate trips. 

Example problem 2d demonstrates the effect of a network budget limitation (Fig. 13 ). 
The model formulation required that the budget, set at $ 300, was to be completely spent 
on the network. The budget of $ 300 plus the existing investment of $ 272 results in a 
total investment of $ 572, which is $146. 63 less than the optimal investment of $ 718. 63 
determined in example la. While the investment cost is $146.63 less, the total travel 
cost was $ 238.15 greater than the optimal solution la. It might be noted that on several 
links no additional investments were required since existing investment was sufficient 
to handle trip demands. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new technique for the analysis of transportation system investment problems has 
been presented. Considering each node of a rectangular urban network as a stage, a 
discrete version of the maximum principle was utilized to formulate a transportation 
system model. An investment model was derived for the condition when no budget lim
itation was present. Other investment models illustrating different conditions were 
presented through the use of example problems. 

As opposed to linear programming models, the maximum principle is capable of 
attacking transportation system investment problems that include nonlinear relation
ships between travel time, traffic volume, and investment cost. 

Although the models presented were applied to only single copy networks, no diffi
culty should be experienced in extending the technique to more complex networks. 

Although this paper marks only a first step in an attempt to apply a new technique to 
the complex problem of optimal network development, some generalized statements and 
conclusions are in order: 

1. In Table 2 are given the solutions to the various investment conditions. Here it 
is noted that the least cons t rained system, example problem la, produces the least-cost 
solution. As soon as constraints , in the form of budgets and/or sunk investments, were 
placed on the system, total costs increased, producing non-optimal solutions. 
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TABLE 2 

RECAP OF VARIOUS SYSTEM INVESTMENT CONDITIONS AND COSTS* 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Example Network Existing Added Total system Total 
Problem Investment Investment Investment Travel Cost 

Conditions Cost Cost Cost (3)+(4)+(5) 

la No Budget Constraint o.o $.718.63 $2 ,101.23 $2,819.86 

K~Jm • 0 

lb F i xed System Budget o.o 500.0 2,415.86 2,915.86 
Kn,m 
il - 0 

le Fixed Budget at 
each Node o.o 860.00 2,252.91 3,112,91 

Sin,m = e~'m+e~·m 

K~lm • 0 

2a System Budget • 0 $272.00 o.oo 4,585.94 4,857 . 94 

K~)m • Table 1 

2b No Improvement 
Budget Constraint 272.00 477.96 2,100.96 2,850.92 

K~jm • Table 1 

2c Upper 6 Lower Limit 
on Link Investment 272.00 445.04 2,158 . 95 2,875.99 

9n,m <Kn,m+0n,m< 0n,m 
imin- i3 i - imax 

Table 1 

K~jm z Table 1 

2d Fixed System Budget 272. 00 300.00 2,339.38 2,911.38 

It~)m • Table l 

*All coats assumed to be equivalent hourly coats. 

2. The models were so formulated that all budgeted funds had to be expended. This 
is in keeping with government poliCies at almost all levels. When a budget was allo
cated in a non-optimal fashion, as in the case of example problem le, a non-optimal 
overall solution resulted. 

3. It is felt that the models are realistic since added investments produced reduced 
total travel costs. 

4. A systems effect is necessary to achieve a true optimum. That is to say that all 
system benefits must be compared to total system costs to determine the optimal solu
tion. When this is not allowed, as in example problem le where each node has budget 
constraint, a non-optimal solution occurs. 

5. Sunk investment in the form of existing facilities can act as a constraint and produce 
a non-optimal solution when compared to the theoretically optimal condition la. 

6. With the exception of condition 2a, the optimal solutions to the various situations 
all fall within a 10 percent range. It thus appears that no matter what the condition of 
investment might be the solution to this condition may not be too far from the true theo
retical optimum determined in la. It may be that other considerations may be more 
important than construction and operating costs in determining the optimal network de
velopment policy. 

Although the functional relationships derived in this paper could be improved, the 
research did demonstrate the ability of the discrete maximum principle to solve non
linear optimization problems. hnproved data and additional research into the r elation
ship between travel time, capacity, traffic flow , and investment are needed to make the 
models more realistic and useful. 
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The next logical step in this research should be aimed at the multi-copy problem, 
the problem of mixed modes and the problem of optimal staging in a dynamic situation. 
Finally the relationship between land-use and transportation needs to be formalized and 
brought into the optimal investment problem. 
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Appendix 

DERIVATION OF CONSTANTS IN UNIT TRAVEL TIME EQUATION 

Unit travel time has been expressed as 
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(A- 1) 

where 

t = unit travel time (hr/mi/veh); 
K1 = free flow travel time (hr/mi/veh)-the magnitude depends on the maximum 

speed obtainable or regulated; 
Ka= coefficient of improvement (dollar-hr/mia/veha)-its magnitude depends on link 

location and reflects the difficulty of improvemenl; 
Ka = existing investment (dollar/ mi/ hr ); 

9 = equivalent hourly investment per unit length (dollar/mi/hr); and 
V = traffic volume per unit time (veh/hr ). 

In this section, a set of K values i s derived from data reported by other researchers. 
The purpose of this section is twofold: (a) to justify the fitness of the equation, and (b) 
to obtain a set of K values for the example problems. 

Values of K1 

The Ki value is equal to the reciprocal of the maximum speed obtainable or regulated 
in each area. Several common values are as follows: 

Maximum Speed 
(mph) 

70 
60 
50 

Ki Values 
(hr/mile) 

0.0143 
0.0167 
0.0200 

For the example problems, maximum speeds were assumed to be 70 mph in less 
densely developed areas and 60 mph in densely developed areas. The Ki values are 
therefore 0. 0143 and 0. 0167 hours per mile respectively. 

Values of Ka 

1. Near CBD Area: 

The average cost of an 8-lane freeway near the CBD, as estimated by Aitken (14), is 
$15,500,000 per mile. Assuming 30-year life and 6 percent interest, annual costis 
equal to $1,130,000 per mile. If we further assume peak hour traffic is 10 percent of 
daily traffic, the equivalent peak hour cost becomes 

1 1 
$1,130,000 x 360 x 

10 
= $314 per mile per hour 

This freeway can handle 1100 vph per lane at unit travel time of 0.02 hr/mile. Assum
ing Ki= 0.0143 hr/mi/veh (70 mph speed), Ka is derived as follows: 

0.0143 +
3
t (llOOx 8)= 0.020 

or 

Ka= 0.00207 dollar-hr/mi2/veh3 (A-2) 
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TABLE A-1 

COST CHARACTEIUSTICS OF URBAN HIGHWAYS 

Characteristic Local Street Arterial Freeway 

Practical capacity (vph/Jand) 500 700 1800 

Average speed (mph) 20 25-40 45-65 

Right-of-way cost ($/mile) 250, 000 450, 000 4-8 million 

Construction cost ($/mile) 300, 000 500, 000 4-6 million 

Total cost ($/mile) 550, 000 950, 000 8-14 million 

Using Haikalis' data and adjusting for the downtown area, Hay et al (7) used an arte
rial street with 2000vph volume at unit travel time of 0. 0333 hour per mile costs $3,400,000 
per mile or $250,000 per mile annually. Equivalent peak hour cost becomes: 

$ 250,000 x 3!0 x 1~ = $ 69. 5 per mile per hour 

Assuming K1 = 0.025 hr/mi/veh (40 mph speed), Ka is derived as follows: 

. Ka 
0. 025 + 69. 5 2,000 = 0. 0333 

Ka= 0.000288 dollar-hr/mi3/veh2 (A-3) 

2. Average Urban Area: 

The overall average cost for an 8-lane urban freeway is $ 5,000,000 per mile as esti
mated by Moskowitz (15). Assuming 30-year life and 6 percent interest, equivalentpeak 
hour cost becomes: -

$ 5,000,000 x 0. 0726 x 3!0 x 1~ = $101 per mile per hour 

Using Figure 3.38 in the Highway Capacity Manual (17), a typical freeway with 70-mph 
average highway speed can handle 1800 vph per laneat a speed of 45 mph. The Ka value 
is derived 'lS follows: 

K1 = 0.0143 hr/mi/veh 

0.0143 + 1~ (1800 x 8) = 0.0222 

Ka= 0.0000553 dollar-hr/mi2/veh2 

TABLE A-2 

COST AND TRAVEL TIME OF URBAN HIGHWAYS 

Characteristic Local Street Arterial 

Number of lanes 4 

Total volume ( vph) 1, 000 2,800 

Average speed (mph) 20 32.5 

Total cost ($/mile) 550, 000 950, 000 

Equivalent peak hour cost ($/mile) 11.1 19. 2 

Assumed maximum speed (mph) 35 40 

Minimum unit travel time (hr/mile) o. 0286 0.025 

Average travel time (hr/mile) o. 05 0. 0308 

(A-4) 

Freeway 

6 

10, 800 

55 

8-14 million 

161-282 

70 

o. 0143 

o. 0182 
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As summarized from "Automobile Transportation Systems: Cost Characteristics" 
(16), Table A-1 shows relationships among volume, average speed, and cost for three 
types of urban roads. Using these values and the assumed maximum speeds and average 
lanes, Table A-2 is obtained. The Ka values are, then, derived as follows: 

Local street: 

Ka l 0. 0286 + 11. 1 x 000 = 0. 05 

Ka= 0.000227 dollar-hr/mi2/veh2 (A-5) 

Arterial street: 

Ka 
0.025 + 19.2 x 2800 = 0.308 

Ka= 0.0000398 dollar-hr/mi2/veh2 (A-6) 

Freeway: 

0. 0143 + 1~i 10800 = 0. 0182 

Ka= 0.0000582 dollar-hr/mi2/vehll (A-7) 

Ka 0. 0413 + 282 10800 = 0. 0182 

Ka= 0.000102 dollar-hr/mi2/veh2 (A-8) 

3. Rural Area: 

Cost data for rural highways are not generally available. However, the cost of a 
rural freeway may be assumed as equal to the lowest cost of a freeway in an urban area. 

On this basis an 8-lane freeway will cost about $3,000,000 per mile (16). Using Fig
ure 3.38 in the Highway Capacity Manual (17), a typical freeway with 70-mph average 
highway speed can handle 1800 vph per lane at 45 mph. Equivalent peak hour cost 
becomes 

1 1 
$3,000,000 x 0.0726 x 360 x 10 = $60.5 per mile per hour 

The Ka value is derived as follows: 

0. 0143 + 6~~ (1800 x 8) = 0. 0222 

Ka= 0.00003322 dollar-hr/mill/vehll 

Excluding Eq. A-5, Ka values are summarized as follows: 

Type of Area 

CBD 
Average urban area 

Rural 

Range of Ka Value 

0. 000207-0. 000288 
0.0000398-0.000102 

0.0000332 

(A-9) 
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The wide range of Ka values in an average urban area is caused by the wide variance of 
urban freeway costs as shown in Table A-1. In general, Ka value is fairly consistent in 
each area. This indicates a fairly good correlation between the equation and the real
world situation. 

Values of Ka 
The Ks value represents the existing facilities in terms of cost per mile per hour. 

Equivalent peak hour cost, for each type of road, derived in the previous sections gives 
the average values of Ka. 

The K values used in the example problems are summarized in Table 1. 




